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A Matterhorn Postscript
John and Henry Venn's visit to Zermatt in 1865

T he alpine museum in Zermatt has a special display on the first ascent
of the Matterhorn. There are old ice axes, a broken rope - and the

visitors' book from Hotel Riffelberg open at the page for July 1865.
On 13 July, Edward Whymper and his local guides the two Taugwalders,

father and son; Lord Francis Douglas and the Rev Charles Hudson; Hadow
and the guide Michel Croz set off on their expedition. The story of their
successful first ascent of the mountain by the NE Ridge and how they
narrowly beat the Italian guide Carrel to the top is well known as is the
fateful descent from which only Whymper and the Taugwalders returned
alive. Europe was electrified by the achievement. Some were impressed;
others appalled at the reckless loss of life as they saw it. Queen Victoria
wrote to the Prime Minister expressing her disapproval of mountaineering.

The reason that the Hotel Riffelberg book is open at that page in the
museum is that on 9th July 1865 appears the signature of Lord F Douglas.
In addition and of special interest to Caians is the entry a few lines on:

11th July John Venn )
Henry Venn )

Caius College Cambridge

So had their visit overlapped with Douglas's? Had the parties met? Had
the Venns still been in Zermatt when news of the triumph and the tragedy
unfolded? If so, was there a record of it?

I raised these questions with the Master one evening soon after returning
from a skiing trip to Zermatt during which I had first noticed the signatures
in the visitors' book. To my surprise, he knew of the business already as
someone had recently given him a photocopy of the page but nothing more
at that stage that might help with some answers. He encouraged me to seek
them out.

A visit to Caius archivist Victoria Haughton set me off on the trail of the
Venns. John Venn, born in 1834, had both father and a brother named
Henry. By 1865 the father would have been too old for mountaineering so
brother Henry, who had matriculated in 1857 four years after John, was
more likely to have been climbing in Zermatt at the time. Two sentences on
John Venn in the Dictionary of National Biography were relevant:

Of spare build, he was throughout his life a strong walker and mountain climber,
a keen botanist and an excellent talker and linguist.
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Also, in a footnote, was reference to an unpublished autobiography
written for his family. On my own bookshelves was a copy of a later edition
of Venn's history Caius College, first published in 1901, with a biographical
note recording the author's death in 1923. It further stated:

In Memoriam notices will be fOund in the issue of the college magazine for the
Easter Term and Long Vacation 1923 and many of his reminiscences appear in
his "Early College Life", published in 1913.

The obituary in the Caian proved a puzzle as it seemed to be about brother
Hemy although the year of death 1923 was correct for John. The photo
opposite page 7, however, is of John. There is mention of climbing as
'H.T.F.' writes about a visit to the Alps with Arthur Ransome in 1857:

They began with 2 or 3 weeks in the Oberland and Venn had his first experience
of mountaineering by making the ascent of the Schilthorn from Lauterbrunnen.

The Alpine Club had been founded in 1857 and as an active mountaineer
with a university background John Venn might have been expected to be a
member or at least to have contributed to the Alpine Journal which had first
appeared in 1863. Leslie Stephen was a family friend and was to become
President of the AC in 1866, the year after the Matterhorn was climbed,
and he would surely have encouraged him to join. The Alpine Club Register
1864-76 was consulted but there was no mention of either John or Hemy
Venn. However, as might be expected, Lord Francis William Boiverie
Douglas's activities around Zermatt that summer were recorded.

1865. Made the 2"d ascent of the Gabelhorn, traversing itfrom Zinal to Zermatt,
7/vii. Crossed the Theodul11 / vii to Breuil (in Italy), where he met E. Whymper,
and it was arranged that he should take part in Whymper's attack on the
Matterhorn. They re-crossed the Theodul, 12/vii and with C. Hudson and Douglas
Robert Hadow made thefirst ascent of the Matterhorn, 14/vii. Lord F Douglas,
Hudson and Hadow and the guide Michel Croz were killed in the accident which
occurred on the descent.

It was disappointing to find no record of Venn's membership of the AC
or other climbing clubs or of authorship of anything in the' climbing
literature. However there was another lead to Venn's activities which was
to come good. Ellie Clewlow, at the time working on her PhD, was familiar
with the Venn papers and directed me to the Church Missionary Society
Archive at the University of Birmingham. The Venn manuscripts were to
be found in the Special Collection Department at the university. I was
pleased to find that the route from Cambridge to the university was much
the same as that to a Test match at Edgbaston.
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There were two family papers from John Venn, founder of the Church
Missionary Society, that looked promising. 'Brief notes of places visited
1857-1900 including tours abroad 1836-1909' contained the following: 1865
June, July: Switzerland with H. V June 23/24th Lucerne - July 28.

It was the second folio that was to settle the matter. 'Annals; an autobio-
graphical sketch, mainly of life at Cambridge but including France
and Switzerland'. It was a typed copy with amendments hand-written in
ink, the first of which to my delight added with my brother in what could
have been John Venn's hand.

1865
1n the summer of 1865 I had a pleasant tour with my brother in SWitzerland, the
last of my oldjashioned pedestrian expeditions with knapsack on back. We did
not attempt any very long excursions or big mountain climbs - the ascent of the
Titlis, and the pass over the Tschingle glacier between Lauterbrunnen and
Kandersteg, represented our utmost ef!o.rts - but we enjoyed ourselvesgreatly and
really saw a good deal of the country. Readers of Alpine literature will connect
this summer with the terrible accident which ensued. At the time we were at
Zermatt this expedition was being planned, and we naturally heard much of it.
With the best known of the victims, Lord Francis Douglas, we picked up a slight
acquaintance. It was a Sunday morning and we were at a late table d' hote
breakfast. One of those athletic visitors who were to be fOund at most mountain
resorts - skinned by exposure to the sun and almost in rags - enquired what day
it was. He was sitting opposite us. We got into conversation with him, and it was
obvious at once what a superior man he was, he had just before come out at or
near the top of the Army entrance examination. He told us that he proposed
taking part in the fOrth-coming expedition, having just, by the narrowest shave,
escaped afatalfall on another mountain.

The next day we went up to the Riffil Hotel, and engaged guides to take us over
the Weiss Thor to Macugnaga. However the weather turned bad, and not wishing
to delay we returned to Zermatt and walked round instead by the valley to Saas.
Just after leaving Zermatt we met the whole party who were dashed to pieces not
many hours afterwards, - Hudson, Hadow, and the famous guide M Croz. Our
own guide, Taugwald,joined theirparty, and was one of thefew survivors. Going
into another part of Switzerland, we heard nothing of the events of the next day
or two till more than a week afterwards.

So John and Henry Venn had indeed met up with Lord Francis Douglas
but not at the Riffelberg, as it turned out. Their own guide joined the
Matterhorn party, all of whom are named as having been met bar Edward
Whymper himself. No doubt the tale was told at High Table over dinner in
Caius from time to time, but as John Venn's Annals have never been
published, perhaps this is the first time his footnote to an historic alpine
event has appeared in print.



The Marterhornfrom Riffe/a/p (1879), oil on canvas
by Gabriel Loppe (1825-1913). (A/pine Club Collection)

NOTES

I. Caians who are also current AC members include Charles C1arke,
Roger Chorley, Glynn Hughes, William Wade and myself.

2. The Hotel Riffelberg is the oldest hotel in Zermatt and is much
patronised by skiers and climbers including the author. It lies 1000
metres above the valley and is served by the Gornergrat railway.

3. In the Alpine Club collection is the above painting by Gabriel Loppe
(1825-1913) showing Hotel Riffelberg in the foreground. Loppe was
the first Frenchman to be elected to the AC.
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